The real-time fault diagnosis system is very great important for steam turbine generator set due to a serious fault results in a reduced amount of electricity supply in power plant. A novel real-time fault diagnosis system is proposed by using strata hierarchical fuzzy CMAC neural network. A framework of the fault diagnosis system is described. Hierarchical fault diagnostic structure is discussed in detail. The model of a novel fault diagnosis system by using fuzzy CMAC are built and analyzed. A case of the diagnosis is simulated. The results show that the real-time fault diagnostic system is of high accuracy, quick convergence, and high noise rejection. It is also found that this model is feasible in real-time fault diagnosis.
Introduction
Steam turbine generator set is a key device in power plant.
The real-time fault diagnosis system is very great important for steam turbine generator set due to a serious fault results in a reduced amount of electricity supply in power plant. It can detect the incipient failure as early as possible, determine the location of the fault and identify size and nature of the faults according to the abnormal conditions appearing in the diagnosis process.
Presently, one of the widely used and effective methods for fault detection and diagnosis of rotating machines is vibration analysis. The subject of vibration generally deals with methods to determine the vibration characteristics of a system, its vibratory response to a given excitation and the means to reduce the vibration [1] . Attempts have been made towards fault diagnosis, through four steps such as vibration measurement, signal processing, feature extraction and fault identification [2] .
Many different diagnosis methods have been successfully applied for turbine generator set and other rotating machines in real-time or off-line. A prototype expert system has been developed that provides decision support to condition monitoring experts who monitor British Energy turbine generators [3] . The expert system automatically interprets data from strategically positioned sensors and transducers on the turbine generator by applying expert knowledge in the form of heuristic rules. An expert system for the turbine generator diagnosis was modeled to help a plant operator interpret vibration evolution to diagnose developing faults and to recognize the observed situation among a hierarchy of typical situations in dealing with complex problems [4] .
A real-time intelligent multiple fault diagnostic system for manufacturing systems is proposed by Bae et al. [5] .
The expert systems and neural networks to gas turbine prognostics and diagnostics are reviewed in reference [6] .
It presents recent developments in technology and strategies in engine condition monitoring including: application of statistical analysis and artificial neural network filters to improve data quality; neural networks for trend change detection, and classification to diagnose performance change; expert systems to diagnose, provide alerts and to rank maintenance action recommendations.
The application of neural networks and fuzzy logic to the diagnosis of 1x faults in rotating machinery is investigated by using the learning-vector-quantization (LVQ) neural network [7] . Yan and Gao presents a signal decomposition and feature extraction technique for the health diagnosis of rolling bearing, based on the empirical mode decomposition [8] .
An on-line condition monitoring and diagnosis system for feed rolls was developed by Jeng and Wei [9] . This system measures the bearing vibration signals on-line and judges the feed roll condition automatically according to the diagnosis rules stored in the computer. Chen et al. proposed the detecting and predicting early faults of the complex rotating machinery model based on the cyclostationary time series [10] . Wang and Yang applied parallel processing and distributed artificial intelligence at four different levels in the fault diagnosis process for the turbine generator of a 300MW fossil power plant [11] .
However, the real-time fault diagnosis is required to monitor the abnormal change and to judge the fault reason as soon as possible. This paper proposes a real-time intelligent fault diagnosis system by using strata hierarchical artificial neural. In this diagnostic system, it can real-time diagnose faults according to vibration feature on conditions of steam turbine generator sets. For the mechanical system, the fault characteristics can be classified systematically to be a hierarchical structure according to different levels. An independent engine module which manages the feature variables input the diagnostic modules in terms of result of the threshold value trigger in the higher level, and outputs the fault to operator by collecting the diagnostic result of the diagnostic module finally in our model. Because combined the advantage of interpreting the imprecise of fuzzy set with fast training, guaranteed converge and partial generalization of CMAC, this model can meet online fault diagnosis.
Framework of Fault Diagnosis System
In the viewpoint of system, every system is made up of components, and any components can be broken down into smaller components [12] . Therefore the system can be divided into system, subsystem and component level. 
Hierarchical Fault Diagnostic Structure
The human body is organized in a hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 2 . In this structure, the upper levels efficiently control the lower levels. All information of a human body is delivered to the brain by use of neurons.
The brain judges this information based on person's ex-
perience, and gives instruction to the each part of the body by the distributed neural system.
The hierarchical fault diagnostic structure can be de untrained. This will lead to severe decrease the approximation performance in some certain regions [18] . In order to overcome these deficiencies, Fuzzy CMAC is hybrid system that possesses the merits of both the neural network and the fuzzy rule-based system. In order to meet the real-time and precision demand for the fault diagnosis system in steam turbine generator sets, the detail architecture of a novel fuzzy CMAC shown as Figure 6 is proposed in the paper.
The fuzzy CMAC network can be applied to approximate function , in which feature vari-
, and fault type , can be realized by three sequential mapping as following.
In the first mapping  , the feature variables will be quantized as binary coding. In the second mapping  , CMAC uses a fuzzy distributed storage system whereby the numerical contents of each address are distributed over a number of physical memory locations. The contents of these physical memory locations are referred to as weights. Each membership function (MF) in the contents of memory location is represented by a Gaussian distribution. In the third mapping , the fault types will be realized by the membership function time weight sum of contents of an address.


Step of Diagnosis Mode by Using Fuzzy CMAC Step 1 Input feature signals
The input signals of the fuzzy CMAC in deferent level might include feature variables such as one or combination with the frequency feature, phase feature, shaft orbit feature, even trend feature and so on.
Step 2 Quantize the signals
No matter the testing or training signals, they should be mapped to quantization output firstly. For the analogue variable, the quantization output can be represented as following. Step 3 Segmentation, fired memory addresses coding
The quantization of the signal will be coded according to binary form. Then we concatenate the quantization signal as a binary string. The combined binary input maps a set of memory location from a large pool of memory locations.
In human cerebellar cortex, the mossy rosettes from a single mossy fiber are widely distributed over several folia with Gaussian distribution [15] . In order to simulate the mechanism of the human cerebellar cortex, several memory addresses near the main memory address will be activated according to the Gaussian distribution.
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where is the memory address in the j-th column of i-th group. It can be pointed to addresses in the m layer in the same time.
where c and represent respectively the center and the width of the j-th column of i-th group for input x, k is the total number of address in each group.
In this structure, the inner layer (Fuzzy CMAC memories) can be partially activated, allowing the network output to be smooth. Also the problem that some weights do not update because of lack of enough training would be overcome.
Step 4 Calculate output and learning rule
Fuzzy CMAC learns correct output fault by modifying the contents weight of the selected memory locations.
The actual output of the fuzzy CMAC after mapped can be described as ,
  Step 5 Learning algorithm
The weight adjusting can be thought as that the teaching and supervised leaning algorithm is described as
where ( ) k  is training gain.
In every step of iteration, only those network weights that participate in output calculation are adjusted. That is, the weights are determined by a training phase, during which these values are adjusted to minimize the difference between the fuzzy CMAC output and its expected output. So, for Hebbian learning, the cost function
is minimized.
 is a small positive constant and an acceptable error), the training process will stop. Because the fuzzy CMAC tends to generalize over small neighborhoods in input-space and can approximate a desired function after a relatively few data points are stored [17] , it does converge rather rapidly compared to the other artificial neural networks.
Step 6 Test the fuzzy CMAC
Load the diagnosis data which did not used to train the fuzzy CMAC mode, and test whether diagnostic result using the fuzzy CMAC mode is correct or not. If the tolerance is satisfied with the requirement of diagnosis, then save the mode to the system, else update the weight value of the memory, until it meet the demand of the tolerance.
Case Study
In order to validate our model, the training samples are used to test. In fact, one type of fault is often combined with the other fault no matter which is in incipient or In order to judge whether the fuzzy CMAC model can be used to diagnose or not, the trained model should be tested by the experimental data. However, no laboratory setup can accurately simulate the faulty behavior of the turbine generator, since it is too expensive to do for the researcher or the designer of the company. The samples in Reference [19] This result fits the conclusion of bearing house looseness, unbalance and the misalignment in Reference [19] .
Discussion
In the viewpoint of practical work, the parameters of fuzzy CMAC could affect the accuracy of fault detection.
When the generalization parameter C and address number S are changed, the result of the fuzzy CMAC trained would also be changed. The conclusion can be made easily, which the capability of fuzzy CMAC module is strong as C and S are big. It means that the CMAC can remember much knowledge while the address number is large. When the generalization is big, the output of the fault is smooth. In another words, we can get any value of the fault when we chose the parameters big enough.
However it is impossible for the fault diagnosis in terms of limited experimental data. And it is not suitable for steam turbine generator set to diagnose the fault.
It is observed that the preliminary data is very important for the same fault and the training output nearly fits to the original data very well. Therefore we should use the high quality data to train the fuzzy CMAC neural network model. In order to apply to the fault diagnosis of steam turbine generator sets, for the practical purpose, experimental data needs to obtain. Furthermore, no laboratory setup exists that can accurately simulate the faulty behavior of the turbine generator. Therefore, there is a little training data available. However the capability of fault diagnosis will increase with the increase of the causal fault and behavioral knowledge of long-term vibration measurements. Although the fuzzy CMAC diagnostic module might not be very correct in the early stage, it would become more and more precisely to response the fault with the training proceeding or the learning in the application.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel real-time fault diagnostic system is presented. When the signal is triggered, The TSI signals are collected and feature extraction is applied. Then the fault diagnosis system by using strata hierarchical fuzzy CMAC is used to identify the fault or failure in deferent level in the steam turbine generator set. This model is verified by a case of the diagnosis including three faults. It is found that this model is feasible in real-time fault diagnostic system. The results show that this model is of high accuracy, quick convergence, and high noise rejection for the real-time fault diagnosis.
